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Abstract 
It is well-known that weak approximation holds for a large class of semisimple groups over 
global fields, including those which are simply connected or adjoint. Earlier Kneser suggested 
the investigation of weak approximation in algebraic groups over any field of definition and 
Platonov gave examples of simply connected groups of type ‘A which do not have this property. 
Thus conjecturally adjoint groups satisfy weak approximation over arbitrary fields of definition. 
Here we prove the validity of weak approximation for many adjoint semisimple groups over 
arbitrary fields of definition and also for varieties, defined by a system of forms, which are 
closely related to adjoint groups. 
AMS c.lus.vificutions: I lE57, 20G15 
0. Introduction 
Let k be a field, W a set of valuations of k, X an irreducible k-variety. We say 
that X has ,ceak upproximation over k with respect to W if for any finite subset S 
of W, via the diagonal embedding, X(k) is dense in the product n,.,,Y X(k,.) in the 
product topology of the c-adic topologies induced from k,., the completion of k at 1:. 
X is rationul (resp. stuhly rational) over k if the function field k(X) of X is a pure 
transcendental extension (resp. subfield of such an extension) of k. The problem of 
deciding whether a given variety X has weak approximation property or is rational or 
stably rational over k has attracted the attention of many people and plays an important 
role in the geometry and arithmetic of the variety X (cf. e.g. [5,25] and references 
there). 
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If X is the underlying variety of an algebraic group G, then Kneser [ 11, 121 was the 
first to show that weak approximation holds over global fields for simply connected 
groups of classical type, and then Platonov (cf. e.g. [22]) extended this to all simply 
connected groups. In [9] Harder proved the weak approximation property over global 
fields for a large class of semisimple groups, including the adjoint ones, and later 
there are some other proofs and refinements (see [ 13,251). Earlier in [l l] Kneser 
suggested studying weak approximation in algebraic groups over arbitrary fields and 
in [21] Platonov gave examples to show that this problem has a negative answer 
for simply connected almost simple groups of type ‘A. (Later on Monastyrnyi and 
Yanchevski gave similar examples for simply connected groups of types 2A and D, 
cf. [19] and the reference there.) There is a conjecture (due to Platonov), which states 
that if G is an adjoint semisimple algebraic group over k, then G is k-rational as 
a k-variety (see [22, p. 4651). In particular it always satisfies weak approximation 
over k. 
In our earlier (unpublished) preprint [28] (resp. in [30]) we have discussed and 
proved (resp. announced some results on) the validity of weak approximation property 
in many adjoint almost simple k-groups over an arbitrary field k. In particular, in our 
papers [28-311 we first pointed out that for adjoint groups G of classical types C 
and D, a factor group of the group of similarity factors of the corresponding (skew-) 
hermitian form is a rational obstruction of the group G. Quite recently (after the first 
version of this paper had been submitted) A. Merkurjev [ 181 gave examples of groups 
of classical types, for which the above conjecture about the rationality is not true. The 
main ingredient used by Merkurjev is the study of the group of similarity factors which 
we earlier used in [28-311. In particular, the Scharlau Norm Principle (see [31]) was 
also used. 
Since there is a growing interest in this problem, and the weak approximation prob- 
lem for adjoint groups is still open, we would like to give here full proofs of the results 
obtained in [28,30] with some refinements and clarifications. After we give some gen- 
eral results about weak approximation in Section 1, we prove weak approximation for 
adjoint groups of classical (resp. exceptional) types in Section 2 (resp. Section 3). In 
Section 4 we discuss the weak approximation property for varieties defined by quadratic 
forms which are closely related to adjoint groups of type C and D. In Section 5 we 
prove a general theorem about integral approximation over global fields, by applying 
the methods developed in previous sections. 
Notation and convention. Throughout this paper, unless otherwise stated, G is a linear 
algebraic group defined over a field k of characteristic 0 or p sufficiently large, V is the 
set of all non-equivalent valuations of k, and H’(., .) is the 1-Galois cohomology set in 
the usual sense. G, denotes the multiplicative k-group, ZG(A) denotes the centralizer 
of the set A in a group G. We assume that all quadratic or (skew-) hermitian forms 
are non-degenerate. The notation of indices of almost simple groups is the same as in 
[33]. A k-root of G is called isotropic if it corresponds to a vertex of the index of 
G which itself is circled; otherwise, it is called quasi-isotropic. For a finite set S of 
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valuations of k, we set G(S) := nl;.s G(k,). Denote by Cls(G(k)) the closure of G(k) 
in the product topology in G(S), and by A(S, G) = G(S)/Cls(G(k)) the obstruction to 
weak approximation in S. 
Let D be an associative finite-dimensional division algebra over k and f a (skew-) 
hermitian form over a finite-dimensional right D-vector space V with values in D. 
Denote by GU(f, D) (resp. U(f,D), SU( f ,D)) the similarity (resp. unitary, special 
unitary) group of the form f, and by GU( f) (resp. U( f ), SU( f )) the corresponding 
k-group. Then GU(f, D) = GU( f )(k), etc. is the group of k-points of GU( f ), etc. 
We say the form f is of type A (resp. C, D) if the k-group N(f) is of type A (resp. 
C, D) in the sense of algebraic groups. If f is of type D, we denote by GU+(f) the 
connected component of the group GU( f ). We set G(f) = m(GU(f)(k)), G+(f) = 
m(GU+(f)(k)), where m is the projection m : GU(f) + G, mapping each element 
g E GU(f) to its similarity factor m(g). We call G(f) (resp. G+(f )) the group of’ 
similurity j&tor.r (resp. special similarity factors) of .f. In [7] Dieudonne mentioned 
that in general case, the determination of the group G(f) is an open problem, the 
solution of which depends on the arithmetic of the field k. Here we relate the study 
of the group G(f) to the study of weak approximation in adjoint algebraic groups and 
algebraic varieties defined by a system of forms. We will define an arithmetic invariant 
for forms f of type C and D, which turns out to be also a weak approximation 
obstruction of the adjoint group of SU(f) over any field k of characteristic # 2. 
For a division k-algebra D and a (skew-) hermitian form f with values in D, we 
denote by D*(f) the set of non-zero values of the form ,f in D, D,. = D 1% k,., 
J; = f pi k,. For such f we say that G(f) sat&lies weak approximation over k with 
respect to V if for any finite set S c V, G+(f) is dense in G+(f)(S) = &s G+(,f;) 
in the product topology-induced from nfiES k,. If this property holds for any form .f 
of type C or D we say that the field k satisjies condition (S). From [29,3 l] it follows 
that any global field of char. # 2 satisfies the condition (S). In this paper we show 
that if the k-rank of G is large enough and the degree of the division algebra related 
with G is small then weak approximation holds for G. More precisely, one of main 
results of this paper is the following (see Section 3). 
Theorem. Let G be cm adjoint k-group. 
(a) Zf every simple k-factor of G is one of the following types: ‘A, (n > 1); 2A2n, 
n> 1. *Acd’ 2rd+l r, dodd; B, (~22); C$$ (max(n_rd,d)12<n); DifJ (max(n-rd,d)< 
2); &r (r 2’2); E7,,. (Y > 3); Es,, (Y > 4); Fd,,. (r > 1); G2, then G has the weuk 
approximation property over k. 
(b) If every simple k-factor of G is either one of the types described above or of 
type C!$ or Dfi:‘l and k satisfies the condition (S) then G has the weak approximation 
property over k. 
(c) If every simple k-factor of G is either one of the types described in (a) or of’ 
type E,,, (r > 1, the types ET’, Ei8, EA33 are excluded) and if over k any k-group of 
type D, with 4<n <7 has weak approximation, then G does also. 
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In general, since it is hard to prove the rationality or irrationality of a given group 
or variety, it is useful to have general criteria for these properties. Recently, we have 
found some general criteria for stable rationality of almost simple algebraic groups, 
(see [32]). From this one can also deduce the weak approximation property, since we 
have (strict) implications 
rationality j stable rationality ===+ weak approximation. 
1. General remarks 
In this section we give some general facts about weak approximation in linear alge- 
braic groups over an arbitrary field k. Let 
liA+BftC+l 
be an exact sequence of k-groups, with A central in B and ,f separable. Let S be a finite 
subset of the set V’ of valuations of rank 1 from V, f; the induced map B(k, ) + C(k,.) 
and fs the product of ,f;‘s. We have the following commutative diagram with exact 
rows and all arrows are natural morphisms. 
B(k)+ C(k) J H’(k,A) 
1 1 /jr 
B(S) + C(S) 65 n H’(k,,>A 1 
VFS 
Lemma 1.1. If the sets H’(k,A) and H’(k,.,A) are endowed with discrete topologies 
then S and 6.~ are continuous mappings. 
Proof. Since ,f is separable, the map _& is open by the Implicit Function Theorem 
(see e.g. [lo]), hence ,fs(B(S)) is open in C(S). We have only to show that 6s is 
continuous at the identity element of C(S), since 6s is a homomorphism of topological 
groups. But this follows from the fact that E’( 1) = ,fs(B(S)) is open, where 1 denotes 
the neutral element of n,,,, H’ (k,., A). q 
Lemma 1.2. With notation us above, suppose that B satisfies weak upproximution 
ndth respect to S. Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between A(S,C) und 
the factor set Ss(C(S))b/(S(C(k))). In particulur, C has weuk approximation ,z,ith 
respect to S if und only if (ss(C(S)) = 7(&C(k))). 
Proof. From the above diagram we get the following commutative diagram: 
B(k)-C(k)&?(C(k))-1 
11.1 
B(S)*C(S)~cis(C(S))-1 
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Assuming weak approximation for B with respect to S, by using the fact that ji(B(S)) 
is an open hence closed subgroup of C(S), we deduce 
,fs(B(S)) = ,fs(Cls(B(k))) = Cls(fs(B(k))) c Cls(C(k)). (1) 
Therefore, 
.IXKS))C(k) c Cls(C(k)). (2) 
Since ji(B(S)) is an invariant open subgroup of C(S), the left-hand side in (2) is 
an open subgroup of C(S) containing C(k). Hence ,fi(B(S))C(k) = Cls(C(k)). Since 
ji(B(S)) is the kernel of S,y, we have 
A(S. C) = C(S)I./G(S))C(k) = &(C(S))/&(C(k)). 
Since 6s(C(k)) = ;!(&C(k))), the lemma follows. 0 
Remark. In Lemma 1.2 we need mainly the continuity of 6 and 6.s, which can also be 
proved to hold if we endow H’(k,A),H’(k,,A) with some good separable topologies. 
Moreover, with the help of Theorem 1.4 and Lemma 1.7 below one can prove Lemma 
1.2 just by assuming that the valuations under consideration are henselian, but we do 
not need this fact in the sequel. The idea of Lemma 1.2 is due to Kneser [l I], who 
first gave a cohomological criteria for weak approximation in algebraic groups. 
From Lemma 1.2 we deduce the following: 
Corollary 1.3. In tlzr situution of Lemmu 1.2, supposr that there is u k-subgroup D 
oj’ B contuininy A such thut H’(k,, D) = 0 j or u/l v E S, und that D and E = D/A 
scrtisfj ,twk upproximution property \c?ith respect to S. Thrn C does ulso mnd (js is 
surjrctive. 
Proof. We identify E = D/A with a subgroup of C. We have 
y(cS(E(k))) c y(ci(C(k))) c Gs(C(S)) c nH’(k,,A). 
es 
From the assumption we have 6s(C(S)) = 7(&C(k))) and cis is surjective. 3 
Remark. The Corollary 1.3 still holds if we drop the condition that all valuations 
considered have rank 1, which is what we need in the sequel. 
The following theorem is the main result of this section. It shows that the measure 
of obstruction to the weak approximation property of a connected reductive k-group 
and that of its parabolic k-subgroup and its Levi subgroup are the same. It is also an 
important tool in proving our main theorem. For standard notations, terminologies and 
results from theory of reductive groups we refer to [I] and [2]. 
Theorem 1.4. Let Q br u connected reductive k-group, P u purubolic k-subgroup oj 
Q, P = MR,,(P) u Levi decomposition qf’ P and S u jinitr subset qf’ V. Then HY huw 
thr jollowing bijcrtions: 
A(& Q, ++ 4S,P) * A(S,M). 
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In particular, Q satisfies weuk upproximution with respect to S fund only iJ’ P (and 
so M) does. 
Proof. Let U = R,,(P). First we prove the second bijection. Since, P = MU is a 
semidirect product, we have 
P(k) = M(k)U(k), P(k,) = M(k,.)U(k,.), v’c E S. 
Hence, 
CUP(k)) = Cls(M(k))C~,(U(k)) = Cls(M(k)) 
since U is a k-split unipotent group and thereby also satisfies weak approximation over 
k. Therefore, 
A(S, P) = M(S)U(S)/Cls(M(k))Cls( U(k)) = A(S,M). 
Let PO be a minimal k-parabolic subgroup of Q contained in P, Uo = R,(Po), PO = 
MoUo, where i!4c is a Levi subgroup of PO such that A40 c M. By PG and Ur we denote 
the parabolic k-subgroup of Q opposite to PO and its unipotent radical, respectively. 
The notation P-, CT- have similar meaning. In particular, PO c Pp. Then for any 
extension K of k we have 
Q(K) = Uo(k)U;(KY’o(K) (3) 
(see [l, Proposition 6.251). The proof of the Lemma 6.28 of [l] (which is crucial for 
the proof of (3)) shows that (3) also holds where K is a finite product of fields which 
are extensions of k. In particular, we have 
Q(S) = Uo(k)Uo(W’o(S). (4) 
We claim that for any such K as above 
Q(K) = U(K)U-(K)P(K) = U(K)U-(K)M(K)U(K), (5) 
and in particular 
Q(S) = U(S)U-(S)M(S)U(S). (6) 
Indeed, by the choice of P and PO we have Uo(K)Mo(K) C lJ(K)M(K). Hence from 
(3) we have 
Q(K) = Uo(k)U,-W)PoW) 
= uo(k)U,-(K)Mo(K)uo(K> 
= Uo(k)Mo(K)U,-(K)Uo(K) 
c U(K)M(K)(Mo(K>U,-(K))Uo(K) 
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c U(K)M(K)(M(K)U_(K))Uo(K) 
c U(K)U-(K)M(K)Mo(K)Uo(K) 
c U(K)U_(K)M(K)U(K). 
Now we consider the natural map 
where pCls(P(k)) ++ pCl~(Q(k)), p E P(S). We claim that 
(a) p is surjective. 
In fact, by (5) we have 
Q(h) = U(k,.P-(k,)f’(k,) 
c Cls(U(k))Cls(U-(k))P(k,.) 
c CMQ(k)Y’(kr), 
since U, U- have the weak approximation property. From this we derive 
Q(s) = WQ(k>>f’(S) = f’(Wl.dQ(k>>, 
which means that fi is surjective. (One can use the same argument by applying the 
equality (6).) 
(b) fi is icjective. 
To show that /j is injective, we need to check that Cls(Q(k)) n P(S) = Cls(P(k)). 
It is easy to see that this amounts to checking Cls(Q(k)) n M(S) = Cls(M(k)). Since 
the c-adic topology is Hausdorff, from (5) and from the weak approximation property 
of U we have 
CMQ(k>> = U(S>u-(S>u(S>C~s(~(k>). (7) 
Now let z E CZs(Q(k)) 17 M(S), z = uu~u’m, where KU’ E U(S), UI E U-(S), m E 
Cl#f(k)) (by (7)). Hence, 
uI = u-‘zmP’u’-’ emu n u-(s) = (1). 
Thus z = m as required. 
The last statement follows directly from the previous one, or one can apply [I 1, 
Section 2.11. 0 
As consequence we derive the following: 
Corollary 1.5. Let Q be a connected reductive k-group, quasi-split over k und let T 
be a maximul k-torus of a Bore1 k-subgroup B of Q. Then we have a bijection 
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Remark. From results of [25] it follows that if k is a number field, the corollary also 
holds for any reductive k-group with special covering (in the terminology of [25]) 
without the assumption of being quasi-split. 
The next two lemmas are due to Tits. 
Lemma 1.6 (cf. [27, p. 351, [?+I, Lemme, p. 891). Let G hr CI simpke u/joint k-yroup. 
S’ a maximal k-split torus of’ G und Zc(S’) the centralizer of’s’ in G. Then j;w some 
central unisotropic k-torus T’ of ZG(S’), S’T’ is the center qf ZG(S’). 
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of [ 1, Proposition 6.81. Another argument can 
be given as follows. We fix a maximal k-torus T of G containing S’. Denote by @ 
the root system of G with respect to T. Since G is an adjoint group, the roots of @ 
generate the character group X(T), hence the center TI of Zc;(S’) is given by 
TI = n Ker r~ = n Ker u = n Ker x, 
rtdo rt@.I,,‘==l XEZAil 
where do denotes the subset of all simple roots of @ which are trivial on S’. Since 
X(7’) = ZA = ZAO CE Z(A\Ao), 
i.e. ZAO is a direct factor of X(T), and T, is the annihilator of ZAo in T, it follows 
that TI is a torus, containing S’. Since S’ is maximal k-split, there is an anisotropic 
k-torus T’ such that Tl = S’T’. 0 
Lemma 1.7 (cf. [35, pp. 505-5151). Let G be an almost simple k-yroup und S’ u 
muximul k-split torus. Then the connected center of ZG(S’) is u k-induced torus, thus 
is cohomologicully triuiul. 
Proof. Let So be the connected center of ZG(S’). Let do, A be as above. Consider the 
k-index of G (see [33, Section 2.31). Then it is not hard to see that there is a basis 
of the character group X(So) of SO on which Gal(k,Y/k) acts by permutations. 0 
The following two results will be used frequently. 
Lemma 1.8 (Ono [20]). Let T be u central k-torus of a connected rrductiue k-group 
G. rf’ H’(K, T) = 0 for all extensions K oj’k (r.(g. if T is cm induced k-torus) then 
there is u k-section G/T + G. In purticulur, G is k-birutionullv equivalent to the 
product (G/T) x T. 
Lemma 1.9 (DokoviC and Thang [S]). Let kA be u basis of’ the relutive k-root system 
und 5’0 (0 c k A) be u stundurd k-split torus of u connected reducticr k-group G. Let 
Z,(&) = SoToH (ulmost direct product), where To is u k-torus, H a semisimple k- 
subyroup oj’ G. Then the Tits index of H is obtained jiiom thut of G by remociny 
ull uerticrs not belonging to the preimuge d of‘ 0 u (0) under the restriction mup 
A + kA U (0). Moreover, To is unisotropic und ST0 = (Z,(H))‘. 
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2. Weak approximation for groups of classical types 
In this section we prove the weak approximation property for many adjoint semisim- 
pie groups over arbitrary fields of definition. We assume all adjoint groups considered 
here to be simple. The idea is first to prove the weak approximation property for groups 
of classical type and then reduce the exceptional cases to the classical. Further we will 
freely use the notation of [33]. First we need to recall the following important 
Theorem 2.1 (Voskresenski and Klyachko [37]). tet G he CIW u&int F;-~~I.oL~~ c)j’t,rpc~ 
AZ,,. Then G is rutionul us u k-auriety. 
Theorem 2.2. Let G he u simple &joint k-group of' type A,, OY B,,. Then G has uwk 
upproximution property owr k iJ’ onr of’ the jdlo~viny holds: 
(a) G is of inner ,f?wm; 
(b) G is oj’outer type 2A2ri,n> 1 or 2A:$+,,,.. 
(c) G is of outer tl’pr ‘A,, \ixhich becomes qf’ inner type owr an extension k’,:k 
such thut the norm Nkf!k is surjective. (This type will br denotrd h_v 2A*.) 
Proof. The case B,, is well-known by virtue of the Cayley transformation in any 
characteristic (see [7]). For groups of type A, the only non-trivial case is the case 
>A(‘/) z,r,+, .. In fact, the adjoint groups of type ‘A,, are known to be rational. The even 
rank case follows from Theorem 2.1. However, for the convenience of the reader we 
briefly recall (well-known) arguments for the case ‘A,. 
(a) G is of type ‘A,,. (Using the weak approximation in unitary groups (see [ 111) the 
following argument also works for the case c.) Denote by G the k-universal covering 
of G. Then 6(k) = SL,(D), where D is a division algebra of finite dimension over its 
center k. Let kGL be a k-form of the group GL ,!+I such that kCiL(k) = GL,.(D). It is 
well-known that G(k) = PGL,(D). To see this we may use the exact sequence 
of k-groups and derive from this the exact sequence 
1 ---f G,(k) t GL,(D) + G(k) + H’(k,G,>,) = 0. 
From this we have the following surjective homomorphisms: 
rc : GL,(D) + G(k), 71, : GL,(D x kc) + G(k,.) 
for all valuations r. Since the group kGL has the weak approximation property (i.e. 
GL,.(D) is dense in flrES GL,.(D @ k,.) for any finite set S of valuations), the same 
holds for G. 
(b) G is of type 2A:$+,rT. Let S’ be a maximal k-split torus of G and T’ a central 
k-torus of ZG(S’) as in Lemma 1.6. Then by using [33], Lemmas 1.6 and 1.9 one sees 
that ZG(S’)/S’T’ is rational over k. Since S’T’ is an induced k-torus (Lemma 1.7) it 
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is k-rational. From Lemma 1.8 we deduce that Zo(S’) also is rational, hence G is also 
by Bruhat decomposition. In particular, G has weak approximation. 
(c) Let GL’ be a k-form of GL such that GL’(k) = U(@,D), where @ is a non- 
degenerate hermitian form with values in a division k-algebra D with center k’, and 
G = SU(@) is the universal cover of G. Let T be the center of GL’, which is a one- 
dimensional anisotropic k-torus RL)jk( G,). We have the following exact sequence of 
k-groups: 
l+T+GL’:G+l, 
where n is surjective on k-points due to the assumption. Hence for any finite set I of 
valuations of k, x induces a surjective map rcl : GL’(1) -+ G(I). Since GL’ is rational 
(see e.g. [ 111) it also has weak approximation. Therefore, G has weak approximation 
property over k. 0 
Now we consider groups of type C, and D,. We have 
Proposition 2.3. Let G be an adjoint isotropic k-group of type 3D4, 6D4 or type D4.2 
(non-trialitarian type). Then as a k-variety, G is k-rational. 
Proof. Let S be a maximal k-split torus of G. If the k-rank of G is 2, then the assertion 
is clear, due to the following facts: 
(1) Zo(S)/S is a reductive k-group of rank 2 and any k-torus of dimension 2 is 
k-rational by a theorem of Voskresenski [36]; 
(2) By a result of Chevalley [3, Proposition 41, the function field of G over k is 
isomorphic to the function field of a generic maximal torus over a purely transcendental 
extension of k. 
Assume that k-rank of G is 1. In this case from Lemma 1.9 it follows that Zo(S)/S 
is k-isomorphic to a group H which is a direct product of adjoint groups of type Ai. 
If G is of inner type over a cubic extension F of k, then H N RF/k(A), where A 
is a k-group of type Al, hence H is k-rational. If G is of inner type over a Galois 
extension F with the group S3, then G is of type ‘D4 and becomes of type ‘D4 over 
a quadratic extension K of k, and H N &,k(A), where A is a F-group of type Ai. 
In all cases H is k-rational. By Lemma 1.8, Zo(S) is k-birationally equivalent to the 
direct product S x (Zo(S)/S) hence is also k-rational. Cl 
By making use of results in Section 1 and the above results for groups of type A 
we can prove the following result. In what follows, (P) stands for one of the following 
properties: weak approximation, rationality or stable rationality. 
Theorem 2.4. Assume that for a given field k there is a natural number m such that 
any adjoint k-group of (classical) type C, (resp. Dp) has the property (P) over k 
with p < m. Then any adjoint k-group of type Cifj (resp. Difilr’?> does also, provided 
n-rd<m and d<2. 
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Proof. Let G be a group of type Ci$ (resp. Di$) and let S be a maximal k-split torus 
of G. If G is of type D we may assume that it is a non-trialitarian type. If the index 
of G does not contain quasi-isotropic k-roots then (by Lemmas 1.6 and 1.9) Zo(S)/S 
is k-isomorphic to a direct product of adjoint k-groups of types Ad-1 and Cn-rd (resp. 
Dn-rd). From the assumption and Lemma 1.8 it follows that Zo(S)/S has the property 
(P), hence G does also (see Theorem 1.4 or use the Bruhat decomposition). If the Tits 
index of G contains a quasi-isotropic k-root then by [33] d = 1 or 2. If d = 1, then 
G is quasi-split over k (see [33]). It is well-known and easy to prove that any almost 
simple quasi-split k-group is k-rational by making use of the Bruhat decomposition. If 
d = 2, then n - rd = 1 and by Lemma 1.9, Zo(S) = S. R G1, where Gi is a product 
of k-groups of type Al, and R is a one-dimensional k-anisotropic torus. Note that SR 
is the connected center of Zo(S) which is rational over k and contains the center of 
Gi , the factor group G’ = Z,(S)/SR is a direct product of k-groups of type Al, hence 
also is rational over k. Hence from the exact sequence 
1 + SR 4 ZG(S) + G’ ---f 1 
we conclude that Zo(S) also is rational over k (by Lemma 1.8) and so is G. 0 
The following corollary shows that if the k-rank is large and the degree of the 
division involved is small, then the group satisfies weak approximation. 
Corollary 2.5. Let G be an adjoint group of type CL!) (resp. DifJ) over a Jield k. 
Then G is rational over k if max(n - rd, d) 5 2. 
Proof. It follows from the above proposition and from the fact that adjoint groups of 
types Cl (resp. D,, D2) as we have shown above, are rational over k. 0 
Let G be a simple adjoint k-group of type C or D (non-exceptional type), G the 
unitary k-covering of G and f a (skew-) hermitian form corresponding to G (i.e. 
G = SU(f)). We set 
C+(SJ) = n C+(JJ/CMG+(f)) 
VES 
(see notation in the introduction). We may define in similar way the set G(S,f). We 
assume that f takes values in a division k-algebra D of degree d. The case when G is 
of type D is especially important because in many cases one can reduce the problem 
of verifying the property (P) above to the case of a group of type D. In general, the 
weak approximation problem for arbitrary adjoint groups G of type C and D over any 
field k is still open, so it is useful to have a simple (arithmetic) obstruction (to weak 
approximation, hence also to stable rationality or rationality) of the group G in this 
case. We have 
Proposition 2.4. With the above notation let fo be the maximal anisotropic subform 
qf f. Then there are bijections of factor sets 
4S,G) ++ G+(S,f) +-+ G+(S,fo). 
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Proof. We have GU’(f‘) = SU(f)G,,,, where SU(f‘) n G, = (3~1). By Lemma 1.8 
we have the following birational k-isomorphism: 
GU+(f) 2 G, x G. 
Therefore, we have a bijection of factor sets 
A($ GU+(f‘)) ++ A($ G). 
Now we consider the following exact sequence of k-groups: 
1 --f SU(f) --f GU+(f) + G,, + 1. 
From this we derive the following exact sequences on k-points and k,-points: 
l --j SU(f)(k) * GU+(f)(k) + G+(f) + 1, 
1 ---f SU(f)(k,) + GU+(f)(k,,) + G+(,f;) + 1. 
It is well-known that the group SU(f) is k-rational hence it has weak approximation 
over k, i.e. A($ SU(f)) is trivia1 for any S. Therefore, we have a bijection of factor 
sets, 
A(S,GU+(f)) ++ G+(S, f)). 
Now we claim that G+(,f) = G+(fo) ( an similarly G+(J) = G’(~o,~) for all u). d 
Recall that 
G+(f) = {m(g) E G(f) : NrdDfk(g) = m(g)“d’2} 
(the degree d of D is a power of 2). Therefore, if we denote by ,fi the hyperbolic part 
off, then G(J) = G+(J;) = k* as is not hard to see. Thus G+(J’) = G+(h) and the 
proposition follows. 0 
Remark. This proposition shows that to verify the weak approximation property for 
G, we may assume that G is anisotropic (or isotropic) over k. It is interesting to note 
that if d = 1 or d > 2 then G(f) = G+(f) for any form of type D (see [29]). 
The following shows that the arithmetic invariant G+(S,f) of the form J’ is in fact a 
birational obstruction of G. 
Corollary 2.7. With the above notation, if G is stably k-rational then G+(S, f )) is 
trivial for any S. Hence G+(S, f) IS a birational obstruction of G. 
If f is a quadratic form over k, we say that f is round if either f is hyperbolic or 
it is anisotropic and D*(f) = G(f). It is well-known that any Pfister form is round 
but it is worth noticing that the converse is not true (see [ 161). We have 
Corollary 2.8. Let J‘ be a round form over k. Then the aLgoint group of SO(f) 
satisjes weak approximation over k. 
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Proof. It is easy to see that for any valuation u we have O*(h,) = G(f;,) = G+(,f;:). 
Since D*(,f) has weak approximation property, G(f) = G+(.f) does also. II 
Remarks. (1) If k is a global field, then we can use the computations of groups G+-(f) 
for forms ,f of type C or D in [29,31] to prove that any adjoint group of type C or 
D over k satisfies weak approximation over k. 
(2) Let k be a field of characteristic # 2. From the Harder-Milnor Theorem (cf. 
[14,26]) it follows that if V’o denotes the set of all valuations of a rational func- 
tion field K = k(t) which are trivial on k, and f is quadratic form over K, then 
G(Y) = ncEv,, G(h). Therefore the following statement (which is equivalent to the 
weak approximation property for the adjoint group of SO(f)) seems to be true: 
(S) For any finite set S of VO, G(S, f )) is triviul, 
We prove the validity of(S) under some restrictions on the residue class fields of k, 
Proposition 2.9. Let K, Vo,f be as above. Assume that jbr almost all valuations L‘ E 
VO the residue class field K(V) of K, is quadratically closed. Then (S) holds, i.e., the 
&joint K-group G of SO(f) satisjies the u)eak approximation property over K. 
Proof. Let So be any finite set of valuations in VO and St the (finite) set of all val- 
uations I: E V,,, where K(E) is not quadratically closed. Set S = So U SI. It suffices to 
prove that A(S, G( f )) is trivial. For v E S let X, E G(h). By weak approximation in the 
field, there is an element x E K” which is sufficiently close to every x,,. Since G(,f;.) 
is an open subgroup in K,, we may assume that x E G(J) for all v E S. For c not in 
S every binary quadratic form over K, is universal. It is clear that we may assume ,f 
has dimension 2m. Then from [30, p. 7921, it follows that x E G(J;) for all 1: not in 
S. Thus, x~G(f;) for all tin VO, i.e. xf z f over I(,. for all c. By the Harder-Milnor 
Theorem, x,f 2 f over K, i.e. x E G(f ). Therefore for any given tuple (x~.)(.~,s 
there is x E G(f) sufficiently close to xv in the v-adic topology. The proposition 
follows. 0 
We assume the same notation of Proposition 2.8. Denote by W the set of all val- 
uations of K which are non-triviat on k. By trivia1 extension of valuations I! E V to 
valuations on K, i.e., v(t) = 0, we may regard V as a subset of W. Denote R = VQU W. 
We have the following exact sequence of K-groups: 
1 + p2 - SO(f) : G + 1: 
where ~2 = { iI>, and the following comutative diagram with exact rows: 
(*) 
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where 2: runs over R. Note that for v E W, the completion KL1 of K contains the field 
k,(t), where v is considered as a valuation of k by restricting v to k, (cf. N. Bourbaki, 
Commutative Algebra, Ch. VI, Section 10). We make the following condition. 
Condition (H). There are natural Hausdorfl topologies on the cohomology sets 
H’(k, SO(f)), H’(K,, SO(f)) and the product 
such that all maps in the above diagram are continuous with respect to corresponding 
topologies and the natural topologies on SO(f )(K,), G(K,) and H’(K,, ,LQ) induced 
from the v-adic topology of the jield K. 
This condition is fulfilled, for example when k is a global field. Then we have: 
Proposition 2.10. With the above notation and condition (H), the group G satis$es 
weak approximation with respect to R, as a K-group. In particular, since f is dejned 
over k, G satis$es weak approximation with respect to V as a k-group. 
Proof. We use here some ideas due to Kneser [l 11. First we claim that 4 has a dense 
image in the product topology. For, consider the following exact sequence of K-groups: 
where, as usual, SL2 denotes the K-split special linear group, etc. Since the group 
SL2 has trivial cohomology and PSLz has the weak approximation property over K 
(because PSL2 is a K-split group), from the following commutative diagram with exact 
rows: 
PSL*(K) - H’(Kpz) - (01 
1 1 
9 
I-j P9-2(&) - IV~LP~) -{O) 
u u 
the claim follows. 
In the diagram (3) the map y has trivial kernel by the Harder-Milnor Theorem (see 
[14,26]) and by a twisting argument, it is also injective. Let y be any element of 
n, G(K,). Then 6’(g) is belong to the closure of the image of H’(K,uz) under 4, 
by the claim above. There is a generalised sequence (x,),~, of elements of H’(K,pz) 
such that 4(x,) -+ 6’(y). Here Z denotes a directed set of indices. By the assumption 
on continuity, y@(xa)) = a($(~,)) converges to sc(S’(g)) = 1. Hence /3(x0) + 1 (in 
H’(K, SO(f ))), since y is injective and continuous. Therefore given any open neigh- 
borhood U of o(G(K)) there is CIO EZ such that x, E U provided a > ao. We denote this 
fact by the symbol x, - &G(K)), i.e., x, is “very close” to &G(K)) for large a. Due 
to the continuity of 4 we have 4(x,) - &&G(K)) = #(G(K)). Meanwhile $(x0) + 
6’(g), and since the topology is Hausdorff, we must have 6’(g) E CZ(&G(G(K)))) = 
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Cl(G’(G(K))), where Cl denotes the closure in the topology of fl, H’(k,, p2). Hence 
g E s’-@@‘(G(K)))) = CZ(G(K))n’ (v SO(/)(&)) 
= C~(G(K))~‘(CQSO(f)(K))) c CQG(K)), 
where Cl denotes the closure in the corresponding topology. This means that an arbi- 
trary element g E n, G(K,) is in CZ(G(K)), hence we are done. 
The second assertion follows from the first one. For, we have 
where k(t),. denotes the completion of k(t) in v. For any finite set S c V, we set 
G(S) = n G(k,) 
l%s 
and assume that (x,),~s E G(S) is given. Since G satisfies weak approximation over 
k(t) with respect to R, there is an element x(t) E G(k(t)) which is sufficiently close 
to (x,),~s in the product topology of nuES G(k(t),). Note that this product topology 
induces the ordinary product topology on nvES G(k,). Since S is finite, we can choose 
a suitable specialization t -+ to, where to E k, such that x(t0) E G(k), which is still 
sufficiently close to (x,),~s in the product topology. q 
3. Weak approximation for groups of exceptional types. Main theorem 
In this section we show that many adjoint k-groups satisfy weak approximation if 
their k-rank is positive. 
Theorem 3.1. Let G be an isotropic adjoint k-group of type Eb,r, Y 2 2. Then G 
satisfies weak approximation over k. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that in the previous section and is based on the consid- 
eration of Tits’ indices [33] and Lemma 1.9. We may assume that G is neither k-split 
nor k-quasi-split. In all cases let S be a maximal k-split torus of G. 
(a) G is of type ‘Ez**. It is well-known that Zo(S) = S. Gl, where Gr is the group 
Spin(f) with f a norm-form of a Cayley algebra defined over k. Since S contains the 
center of Gr by Lemma 1.6, Zc(S)/S N PSO(f) which satisfies weak approximation 
by Corollary 2.8. Hence G does also, by Proposition 1.4. 
(b) G is of type ‘EL”* or *EA6i. Then by Lemma 1.6, Zo(S)/S is a direct product 
of two adjoint k-groups of type AZ, hence is rational over k. In particular, G is also 
rational over k. 
(c) G is of type *E,$ or 2E&. We consider only the first case since the second 
is similar. Then we have Zo(S) = SRG,, where Gr is a k-group of type 2As = 2Ds. 
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We claim that the simply connected covering Gi of Gt is isomorphic to the group 
Spin(f), where ,f is an anisotropic nondegenerate 6-dimensional quadratic form over 
k. Here Gi = SU(@), where @ is a non-degenerate hermitian form associated with 
a division algebra D over a quadratic extension k’ of k. Indeed, there is a quadratic 
extension L = k(,,&) (a E k) of k such that G is L-split. Therefore, D 8% L is split and 
D is a quaternion algebra over k’. If fi 6 k’ then G is of inner type over k’ and D 
is not split, which is impossible. Therefore L = k’ and D = k’. Then it is well-known 
that there is a 6-dimensional quadratic form f such that SU(@, k’) 21 Spin(f, k) and 
the claim is proved. 
By Theorem 1.4 and Lemma 1.6, it is sufficient to prove the weak approximation 
property for Ad(Gi ), the adjoint group of Gi. Since .f’ 8% L is hyperbolic, it is well- 
known that ,f N (1,-a). (b,c,d), w h ere b, c, d E k*. From [29, p. 7921 it follows that 
G(f) = NL:~(L*). (In fact it is true for any quadratic form which is a multiple of 
(1, -a).) Therefore it is easy to see that the weak approximation holds for G(f ), i.e., 
also for G as required. 0 
The same method of proof gives us the following: 
Proposition 3.2. Let G be an u4oint k-group qf type ET cf k-rank 2 3. Then G 
satisfies weak upproximution over k. 
Proposition 3.3. Let G be a k-group qf type Es, F4 or Gz. Assume the k-rank of G is 
> 3 (resp. > 0) if’G is of type E8 (resp. F4). Then G suti@es weak uppproximution 
over k. 
Proof. We consider, for example, the case F4,i. The other cases are proved by using 
similar ideas and/or methods used above. Let S be a maximal k-split torus of G. 
Then again by Lemma 1.9, ZG(S) = SGi, where Gi is a simply connected k-group 
of type B3. S necessarily contains the center of Gi by Lemma 1.6, therefore as above 
Zo(S)/S = SO(f ), where f is a quadratic form over k in 7 variables. Since SO(f) is 
k-rational, we are done. q 
Proposition 3.4. Let G be u simple adjoint k-group. 
(a) Let G be one of the following types ‘Ei:, Et:, , E;!, , E:,12, Ei,‘, , Ei62. Assume 
that uny udjoint k-group of type D, with 4 < n 5 7 sutisfes weak uppproximution 
over k. Then the sume holds for G. 
(b) Assume that G is of type E;: (resp. EiP, or EA!,3). Then G sutisfies ~$~euk 
upproximution over k if its universal covering or uny udjoint k-group of tl>pe E6 
(resp. any udjoint k-group of type Eg!, or ET) does. 
Proof. The only non-trivial case is the case E:s, of (b). Let G be the universal k- 
covering of G and rt : G --f G the canonical projection. Assume that 8 satisfies weak 
approximation. If n is inseparable, then the assertion is trivial. Otherwise let S be a 
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maximal k-split torus of G. One can check easily that S contains the center of 6. Then 
Corollary 1.3 finishes the proof. 0 
Finally we obtain the following main theorem. 
Theorem 3.5. Let G be an adjoint k-group. 
(a) [f every simple k-fuctor of G is of one of the ,following types: ‘A, (n > 1); 
‘Al,,, n 2 1; 2A$j+,,V, d odd; *A*; B, (n 2 2); Ci!l!, max(n - rd,d) 5 2 5 n; Dp,!, 
max(n - rd,d) 52; Eb.,. (Y > 2); ET.~ (Y > 3); Es7 (v > 4); F4.r (1. > 1); G? fhen G 
sutisjies weak approximation over k. 
(b) If every simple k-jbctor of G is either as above or of type C or D and k 
sutisjies the condition (S), then G satishes weak crpproximation over k. 
(c) If every simple k-jbctor of G is one of the types in a) or of type E,,., (r > 1, 
the types E, , 78 Ei’, Ei33 ure excluded) and if over k uny udjoint k-group of type D, 
with 4 5 n < 7 satisfies weak approximation then G does also. 
Proof. It follows from results proved in previous sections. 0 
4. Weak approximation for varieties defined by systems of forms 
As an application of the compution of the group of similarity factors, we prove, 
under some restrictions on the field k, the weak approximation property for k-varieties 
X defined by the system of forms 
X : 0 # z =x,x; + a, y, y: = ‘. . =x,x,; + a,,y,y,;l. 
Here J is either trivial or a canonical involution of a quatemion division algebra D 
with center k, z,xl, ~1,. . . , x,, yn are 2n + 1 variables, and ai E k*. In the second case, 
if D = (a, b/k) then each Xi,y; is a tuple of 4 variables Xi = (xti,x2;,~3i,x4,), etc..., and 
xix;/ = xfi - ux$ - bx:, + abx$ (the generic norm form). 
This kind of variety over number fields was first considered by ChatClet, and then 
by Colliot-Thelene, Sansuc (see e.g. [4,5]) and others. We have 
Proposition 4.1. Let K, VO be as in Proposition 2.9, und X the K-variety dejined by, 
the jollowing system of forms: 
X: 0#z=x~+a,y~=...=X,2+an~~, 
where z,x,, y; are variables, and ai E K*, 1 > i 2 n. Then X sutisjies the weuk 
approximation property over K Mith respect to VO. 
Proof. Let 5 = (l,ai), f = f; I ff... i fn and V = PI I P2 I ‘.. i P, be 
the orthogonal decomposition of the quadratic space V associated with ,f’ into non- 
degenerate planes such that the restriction of ,f to Pi is ,fi. Let SO,SI,S be as in the 
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proof of Proposition 2.9. We have to show that X has weak approximation with respect 
to S. We need the following simple lemma. 
Lemma 4.2. Let P be a quadratic space of dimension 2, where in some orthogonal 
basis of P the associated quadratic form has the diagonal form (1,a). Then for a 
similarity g E GO(P), 
g= “,; > 
[ I 
g has the similarity factor b tf and only $x2 + ay” = b and t = fx,z = day. 
For v E S consider a k,-point 
Since z, EG(h):), by Proposition 2.9 there is zig such that z is sufficiently close to 
all z, for example such that z, = zcz, c, E K,“. Let gr,c E GO(P,,,), where Pi,, = P;@K,., 
be a similarity with z, = m(g;,,) and let 
gi,u = 
xi, c &, c 
[ 1 Yi, u h, u 
(see the above lemma). Let gC = diag(gt,,,. .., gn,v), g E GO(V) such that z = m(g). 
It is clear that we have m(g”) = m(gco), hence ga = uugc,, where U, E O(h)), for 
all v E S. Since g,(Pi,,) = Pi,I; for all n, we see that u,g(Pi,,) = Pi,c i.e. g(Pi,L.) is 
isometric to Pi,, over KC, hence zJi is equivalent to j over KC for all v E S. For v @’ S 
from the above lemma it follows that ZE G(f,,,). Thus zfi ‘v J; over all K,, hence by 
the Harder-Milnor Theorem, for any i, 1 5 i < n, zA % J; over K. Let gi E GO(Pi) 
with z = m(gi). Then gl, C = ui,,gicU, where z+, E O(&) for any i. Since the groups 
O(J) and G, have the weak approximation property, we can choose ui E O(J) (resp. 
c E K*) sufficiently close to Ui,o (resp. to c,) for all v E S. Then for 
U’ = diag(ut ,...,u,), g’ = diag(gt,...,g,), 
the element u’g’c is sufficiently close to gV for all c E S. Since (u’g’c)(P,) = Pi for 
all i, the proposition follows. 0 
Proposition 4.3. Let K = k(t) be a rational function jield, D a non-trivial quaternion 
division algebra with center K, and Vo the set of all valuations of K trivial on k. 
Assume that for almost all valuations in V, the residue class field K(V) of K, has u- 
invariant less than or equal to 4. Then the variety X defined by the following system 
of forms: 
where 2,X,,..., Y, are tuples of independent variables and a, E K*, satisjies weak 
approximation with respect to Vo. 
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Proof. The proof is similar to the above one. In fact we have to use a unitary analog 
(see [29, p. 7931) of Lemma 4.2. Let So be any finite set of valuations of V,, Si the 
set of all valuations u E VO such that the u-invariant of the residue class field K(V) of 
K, is > 4, and set S = SO U SI. The method of proof of Proposition 2.9 shows that 
weak approximation holds for the adjoint group of the K-group SU(f), where 
.f = x,x: + a, y, y: + . . +x,x; + a,y,y,J 
is an hermitian from (of type C) with values in D. In particular, the group GU(P) also 
has the weak approximation property. Further the proof goes like before, where we use 
weak approximation in the group U(f), the validity of the Harder-Milnor Theorem 
for hermitian forms of type C (which follows directly from the exact sequence of Witt 
groups; see [ 151). 0 
The following proposition gives an interesting connection between the weak approxi- 
mation property of varieties defined by systems of forms and the same property of 
adjoint groups. 
Proposition 4.4. Let k be a field of characteristic # 2. Then 
( 1) All adjoint groups of orthogonal groups SO(f) sutisfy weak approximation 
over k if any variety X defined by a system of forms 
where al,. . . , a, E k*, satisjies weak approximation over k. 
(2) Conversely, jf the weak Husse principle holds for quudratic forms in two vuri- 
ables over k, and the condition (S) (Section 2) is fulfilled, then any variety X above 
satisjes weak approximution over k. 
Proof. (1) It suffices to prove weak approximation for the group GO+(f) for any 
quadratic form f. Let V be the vector space associated with f. Suppose we are given 
a finite set S of valuations of k, and gv E GO+(f)(k,), for u E S. By using [29] and 
using weak approximation in orthogonal groups, we may assume that to each gr one 
can associate an orthogonal decomposition into planes VV = Pi, I . I P,,., each 
of them invariant under ga. This corresponds to an orthogonal decomposition J, = 
fir 1 “’ 1 f*u of h into two-dimensional subforms. Using weak approximation in 
the field k it is not hard to show that there is a k-form ,f’, equivalent to f over k, 
such that ,f’ has an orthogonal decomposition into two-dimensional subforms f’ = ,f,’ 
I . _L f;, where f! N fiL’ over k, for all 1 2 i < m, v E S. (To see this we may 
consider quadratic flags of V, i.e. the flags 0 c VI c VI i V, c.. . c VI I . . . 1. V, = 
V, where all inclusions are strict inclusions of non-degenerate quadratic subspaces of V. 
They form an open subset of the flag variety of V, which has the weak approximation 
property.) Therefore, we may assume that Pi, = P; @ k, for all v E S, 15 i < m, where 
V = Pi I . i P,,, is an orthogonal decomposition of V into planes. From Lemma 
4.2 the assertion follows. 
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(2) With the above notation, we need only show that the group T = GO+(f) f? 
(GO+(,f;)x.. ‘xGO+(j;)) h as weak approximation. Note that for all i, T, = GO+(j) = 
G,SO(f;) is a two-dimensional torus. By considering the group T over an algebraic 
closure of k, it is not hard to see that T is a torus and T = G,,L, where 
and G, fl L = {hl}. We have the following exact sequence of k-groups: 
From this we can derive the commutative diagram as in the proof of Proposition 2.10. 
Using the fact that L is k-rational, hence satifies weak approximation over k, with 
the same method of proof of Proposition 2.10, we conclude that T satisfies weak 
approximation over k. Using again Lemma 4.2, we see that X satisfies weak approxi- 
mation. 0 
5. Integral approximation 
In this section we assume that k is a global field. Let G be a k-group, B a subring 
of k and S a finite set of vafuations of k defined by B. We fix once and for all a 
matrix realisation of G over k, i.e. a faithful k-representation G + GL, for some n. 
We say that G satisfies integral approximation over B with respect to S if G(B) is 
dense in nuES G(0,) in the product of v-adic topologies via the diagonal embedding, 
where 0, is the ring of v-integers of k and G(B) (resp. G(0,)) is the B- (resp. Or-) 
points of G with induced v-adic topology. If it is true for any such S, we say simply 
that G satisjies integrul upproximation ouer B. It follows from the definition that if G 
is a connected k-group for which strong approximution (cf. e.g. [9, f 2,22,23]) holds 
with respect to a finite set S of valuations of k then G has integral approximation over 
O(S) with respect to any finite set U of valuations such that U n S = 8. Denote by 0 
the ring of integers of k and by O(S) the ring of S-integers of k, and set 
A(S) := f-) (k f-i O,.), 
OES 
where S is a finite set of valuations of k. Let J‘ : G + H be a morphism of k-groups. 
We say that S is admissible jbr the triple (,f, G,H) if the following two conditions 
hold: 
( 1) G, H, f are defined over O(S), i.e. they can be considered as O(S)-group schemes 
and a morphism of O(S)-group schemes, respectively; 
(2) G, H, f have good reduction modulo u for all v $ S. 
It is well-known that for any such triple there exists (non-uniquely) S which is 
admissible for this triple (cf. e.g. [9]). The following result shows that connected 
reductive groups over global fields satisfy integral approximation over rings A((/) for 
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any finite set ZJ outside some finite set of valuations. In certain sense it is an analogue 
of a similar result for weak approximation: For any connected reductive group G over 
a global field k there is a finite set S of valuations of k such that G satisfies weak 
approximation with respect to V \ S, where V is the set of all valuations of k. In the 
case G is a simply connected almost simple group over a number field k, a similar 
but stronger result was obtained in [17, Theorem 8.11. 
Theorem 5.1. Let k be a global jield and G be a connected k-group b$ith k-split 
unipotent radical if char. k > 0. There is a jinite set S of valuations of’ k such 
that jbr any jinite set U of’ valuations oJ’ k Miith S n U = 8. G satisfies integral 
upproximation over A(U) with respect to U. 
Proof. It is well-known that a k-split unipotent group satisfies strong approximation 
over k, hence also satisfies integral approximation over O(S) for some finite S. Hence 
we may assume that G is reductive. Further the proof will be proceeded in several 
steps. 
Step I : The proposition holds for G = G,. 
We prove that for any finite set U of valuations of k, G,,,(A(U)) is dense in 
nVEU GAO,). F or 2‘ E U let x, E G,(O)) = 0: (the v-adic units of O,.), and let 
rcV be a uniformizing element of O,, N any integer > 0. Then by the Chinese Re- 
mainder Theorem there is x E 0 such that x = X, (mod rr;!‘) for all r E U. Since x, is 
prime to rcr, x is prime to rc,. too. Thus, 
Step 2: The proposition holds for k-induced tori G = Rklk(Gm). 
It follows from step 1 by restricting the scalars. 
Step 3: The proposition holds for any k-torus G. 
Let 1 + P + Q ----t G + 1 be a flasque resolution of G (cf. e.g. [6]), where P 
is a flasque torus over k and Q is an induced k-torus. Denote by cc the set of all 
archimedean valuations of k. There is a finite set S admissible for both (7r, Q, G) and 
for (i, P, Q), where i : P 4 Q is the embedding; we say that S is admissible j& the 
exact sequence 1 + P + Q + G + 1. We may assume also that 00 c S by taking 
S sufficiently large. Then for any finite set U of valuations of k with U n S = @I we 
have the following commutative diagram with exact rows: 
QMu)> 5 G(A(W) 
where H’ stands for &ale cohomology. Let K(V) be the residue field of k,.. Then 
H’(O,, P) = H’(K(v), P) = 0 by Lang’s Theorem hence 7-c’ is surjective. Since the 
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assertion is true for Q by previous steps, Q(A( U)) is dense in nOEU Q(OO) hence the 
assertion also holds for G. 
Step 4: The proposition holds for any semisimple k-group G. 
Let G be the k-universal covering of G, rc : C? --f G the canonical k-isogeny and 
F = Ker rc. It is well-known (by results of Kneser, Platonov, Prasad and Margulis) 
that there is a finite set S of valuations of k such that G satisfies strong approximation 
with respect to S (cf. e.g. [23] or [22]). In particular G satisfies integral approximation 
over O(S). Let F be a maximal k-torus of G and T = n(p). From previous steps and 
from what said above, we may choose S(> oo) such that S is admissible for the exact 
sequences 1 -+ F + f + T + 1 and 1 + F + G -+ G + 1, and such that G satisfies 
integral approximation over O(S). Now consider the following commutative diagram 
with exact lines: 
%4(U)) - W(U)) - H’GWW’) 
1 1 1 “I Y 
l-I TVA-) - n T(@) - n H’(Od3 -{O), 
VEU VEU Lcu 
where U is a finite set of valuations such that U n S = 0. Clearly we may also 
choose S such that the assertion holds for f and T, i.e. p(A(U)) (resp. T(A(U))) is 
dense in nvEU f(O,) (resp. J&E(i T(O,)). It is well-known that H’(O,, F) is finite 
for all v E U. Therefore from above diagram we see that y is surjective on the image 
of T(A(U)) in H’(A(U)), F). By considering similar diagram for the exact sequence 
1 + F + C? + G + 1 and using integral approximation for 6 and the surjectivity 
just obtained we can conclude that G also satisfies integral approximation over A(li). 
Step 5: The assertion holds for any connected reductive k-group G. 
Let G = TG, where T is a central torus of G and Gi is semisimple. Let rc : T x GI + 
G = TG, be the canonical isogeny. Then we may apply the same argument used in 
step 4. 0 
Remark. The simplest example G = G, shows that in the above theorem, the choice 
of the ring A(U) is the best possible, in the sense that one cannot take a smaller ring 
for the integral approximation to hold. 
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